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the Sierra Nevada. The current extent of high-quality LS/OG forest is
believed to be far below levels that existed prior to western settlement;
based upon several lines of evidence, the majority of commercial
forestlands were probably occupied by such forests at that time. If
maintenance of high-quality LS/OG forest ecosystems is adopted as
public policy, a program needs to be initiated that will 1) maintain existing high-quality LS/OG forests; 2) restore such conditions where existing LS/OG forests are insufficient to achieve objectives; 3) restore fire
as an important process and to reduce risks of catastrophic loss; and
4) restore structural complexity in the matrix. Elimination of timber harvest within existing high-quality LS/OG forests for at least an interim
period and restoration of low- to moderate intensity fire to existing and
prospective LS/OG forest ecosystems are probably the most important immediate actions. Larger management units, called Areas of Latesuccessional Emphasis, are proposed as an approach which
incorporates both reserves and areas managed intensively to reduce
the potential for catastrophic fire. Restoration of LS/OG structures and
functions in the matrix is also very important and can be achieved by
developing and applying silvicultural prescriptions which restore and
maintain key LS/OG structures, such as large-diameter trees and the
snags and logs derived from them.

Late-successional, including old-growth, LS/OG, forest conditions were
assessed for the Sierra Nevada using stand structural criteria as measures of the level of LS/OG forest function, such as in providing habitat for LS/OG-related species. Larger landscape units (polygons)
which were relatively uniform in type and distribution of vegetation
patches were mapped using available imagery, maps, ground-based
information and the expert interpretations of resource specialists.
Characteristics of the major patch types in each polygon were identified and tabulated and a composite late-successional structural ranking was calculated for each polygon on a scale that extended from 0
(no contribution to LS/OG forest function) to 5 (very high level of
contribution to LS/OG forest function). Maps and databases were
used in assessing current LS/OG forest conditions in the Sierra Nevada and, in other SNEP exercises, constructing and evaluating alternative management scenarios. Forests with high LS/OG structural
rankings are currently uncommon in the Sierra Nevada; only 8.2% of
the mapped polygons had structural rankings of 4 or 5. Commercially important forest types—such as the mixed conifer and eastside pine forests—are particularly deficient relative to their potential
as a result of past timber harvesting. Key structural features of LS/
OG forests—such as large-diameter trees, snags, and logs—are
generally at low levels. On the positive side, the forest cover in most
areas is not highly fragmented by clear-cutting and stands have sufficient structural complexity to provide for at least low levels of LS/
OG forest function. National parks provide the major concentrations
of high-ranked LS/OG forest with about twice as many polygons in
moderate to very high rankings as adjacent National Forest lands.
Furthermore, much of the remaining highly-ranked LS/OG forest on
national forests is unreserved and potentially available for harvest.
Forest health is generally good in the Sierra Nevada; areas of epidemic mortality are localized in subregions such as the eastern face of

INTRODUCTION
Late-successional, including old-growth, forests are an important resource on federal lands in the Sierra Nevada. Latesuccessional forests are typically forests that have developed
over one to many centuries without a major disturbance—
i.e., a disturbance which destroyed much or all of the stand.
Interest in late-successional forests reflects the fact that they

Sierra Nevada Ecosystem Project: Final report to Congress, vol. II, Assessments and scientific basis for management options. Davis: University of California, Centers for
Water and Wildland Resources, 1996.
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fulfill many important functions for human society such as by
1) providing critical habitat for many wildlife species as well
as other elements of biological diversity; 2) performing important ecological functions as part of the carbon (or energy), nutrient, hydrologic and other material cycles in the Sierra
Nevada, North America, and the globe; and 3) providing important inspirational, recreational, and cultural resources. The
broader category of late-successional forests, incorporating
both old-growth and mature forests, is used here since mature
forests (stands with tree dominants 100 to 200 years old) often
provide some habitats and services comparable to truly old
forests; the acronym LS/OG (late-successional, including old
growth) is used hereafter to refer to this array of forest ecosystems.
The significance of LS/OG forests is emphasized by the specific charge to Sierra Nevada Ecosystem Project (SNEP) to provide an assessment of the condition and distribution of these
forests. The United State Congress provided this direction in
language that was a part of two bills in the House of Representatives in 1992 (see appendix A in Sierra Nevada Ecosystem
Project 1994): HR 5503 (passed) called for a “scientific review
of the remaining late-successional forest in the National Forests of the Sierra Nevada” including production of “maps identifying the old-growth forest ecosystems”; HR 6013 (proposed)
identified six tasks including an inventory of “watersheds and
late-successional forests” and recommendation of alternative
management strategies [for] watersheds and late-successional
forests”. The congressional direction was incorporated in the
charges provided by the SNEP Steering Committee.
An assessment of the distribution and condition of forests
contributing to late-successional forest function on federal
lands in the Sierra Nevada is the subject of this paper. We
begin by briefly reviewing the diversity of forest types and
conditions and the methodology adopted; the mapping and
characterization exercise made extensive use of resource specialists familiar with on-the-ground conditions. Subsequently,
we report our findings regarding quality and distribution of
forests contributing to late-successional forest function including differences among major forest types and lands administered by different agencies. Our purpose is to provide both
an information base on late-successional forests and some interpretation of the findings for interested individuals, including resource managers and decision makers.

FOREST ECOSYSTEMS OF THE
S I E R R A N E VA D A
Primer on Forest Ecosystems
An introduction to ecosystem, disturbance, and succession
concepts is useful in understanding both the late-successional
assessment and its implications so we begin with a primer on
aspects of forest ecosystems.

The ecosystem is a holistic concept which incorporates both
organic and physical components—biotic (e.g., organisms)
and abiotic (e.g., climatic conditions)—and their relationships.
There are numerous perspectives on how ecosystems are
structured and how they work (see, e.g., Likens 1992); one
useful approach is to recognize that ecosystems have three
primary attributes—composition, function, and structure
(Franklin in press). It is important to recognize that ecosystems are dynamic rather than static and that much of this dynamism involves responses to disturbances, both natural and
human. The ecosystem concept is also very flexible as to spatial dimensions; the scale of an ecosystem is defined by the
particular application—i.e., the functions that are of interest.
Composition, Function, and Structure of Ecosystems
Composition refers to the organisms which are present in an
ecosystem and their relative proportions. The complement of
species that are present is one common measure of
biodiversity but there are others, such as measures of
equitability among species and of functional diversity. The
bulk of the species are, of course, small, inconspicuous organisms, such as insects, fungi, and bacteria, but size is not a
measure of importance since many of these species are critical elements in maintaining the productivity of the ecosystem such as by decomposing organic material and releasing
nutrients or, in the case of mycorrhizal-forming fungi, assisting vascular plants in acquisition of moisture and nutrients.
Function refers to the work carried out by ecosystems; it is
important to understand that all forests are working ecosystems providing a variety of goods and services to human kind
not just forests managed for timber production. Productivity,
through the capture of the sun’s energy by photosynthesis
and its conversion to various organic materials, is an important example. Primary production by green plants is, of course,
the energetic basis or basic source of “food” for most life forms
as well as providing the marvelous structures that we harvest for wood. Other examples of important ecosystem functions are conservation of nutrients and soil, regulation of the
hydrologic cycle, and provision of habitat for wildlife and
other organisms.
Structure refers to the numbers, sizes, and kinds of “pieces”
of the ecosystem and their spatial arrangement. Forest ecosystems may have a wide variety of organic structures such
as live trees of various species, sizes, and conditions as well
as snags (standing dead trees) and logs which are, of course,
derived from live trees. “Logs” are defined here as tree boles
or stems or pieces of such boles present on the forest floor
primarily through natural processes and not pieces of felled
trees created in logging activities. Structurally diverse ecosystems have a wide variety of life forms and structures.
Spatial patterns are as important as the diversity of individual structures in describing and understanding stand structure. What is the spatial arrangement of the individual
structures? Are they uniformly distributed throughout the ecosystem or do they have an irregular or clustered distribution?
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Examples of important stand-level structural patterns in forests are openings (gaps) in overstory canopies and development of multiple or vertically continuous canopy layers.
Structure is commonly emphasized in ecological and forestry analyses because 1) structure can function as a surrogate or indicator for species or processes (functions) that are
difficult to measure directly and 2) structure is what we commonly manipulate through management. Many organisms are
difficult to observe directly as are many processes, such as
productivity. Structural measurements are, therefore, often
used as surrogates or substitute measures of such organisms
or processes, since they are relatively easy to make. For example, structures required as habitat for specific wildlife species (such as large-diameter, hard snags for pileated
woodpeckers) are often used as indicators of suitable habitat
for dependent organisms. The Wildlife Habitat (WHR) guidelines utilize such structural indicators. Similarly, productivity is often measured by observing changes (increases or
decreases) in structures (e.g., tree dimensions) in stands rather
than through laborious measurements of photosynthesis and
other processes.
Structure is the attribute of ecosystems that humans generally manipulate either directly, as in logging, or indirectly, as
through fire control or prescribed burning programs. Silviculture is based primarily on structural manipulation—although
humans may also directly manipulate composition through
removal or addition of specific species.
Succession and Disturbances
Ecosystems are constantly undergoing changes in composition,
structure and function as a result of interactions among the
organisms and changes in abiotic conditions. Some of these
involve long-term directional (as opposed to cyclical) changes
which are typically referred to as succession. Succession is
most commonly thought of in terms of species changes, such
as from an early colonizing or pioneer species to late arriving
species; while common such compositional changes are not
universal. However, succession in forests always involves
structural and functional changes. Ecosystems that have
reached a point where changes in composition and structure
are very slow or imperceptible are often referred to as latesuccessional. Late-successional ecosystems may still be very
dynamic, such as in turnover of individual trees, but with
very little net change in conditions in the stand. In the Sierra
Nevada many late-successional forests typically incorporated periodic, light to moderate intensity wildfires which
helped maintain high levels of structural diversity within
small areas.
Severe disturbances, such as wildfire, windstorm, insect
outbreaks, or timber harvest, can disrupt the gradual, internally-driven successional changes in ecosystems; the level of
disruption depends upon the type, intensity, and frequency
of the disturbance. Most disturbances leave behind large numbers of surviving organisms and organic materials, which are
sometimes referred to as biological legacies; most disturbances

do not kill all organisms present, let alone sterilize the site.
Such legacies can be very important because it means that much
of the recovery will be based on organisms and materials already in place rather than requiring recolonization of the site
from outside. Since most forest disturbances kill trees but consume little of the wood, legacies of particular significance to
forest ecosystems are dead trees in the form of snags and down
logs. The numerous legacies, including living trees as well as
snags and logs, are a primary reason why clear-cutting is not
like most natural disturbances.
Ecosystems at the Landscape Level
Much of ecology and resource management, including ecosystem science and forestry, has focused at the scale of the single
stand or patch. For example, activities have often been planned
and conducted at the level of a forest stand or a stream or river
reach without regard for conditions in the surrounding area.
Problems invariably arise when activities or interpretations
lack a larger spatial or landscape context. For example, unacceptable cumulative effects on water quality can result when
a management activity, such as road building, is not considered in relation to other management activities that have been
carried out or are planned within a watershed. Extensive dispersed patch clear-cutting can result in a landscape condition
known as forest fragmentation in which large blocks of continuous forest are broken into small patches with significant
changes in their ecological properties (Franklin and Formann
1987).
Boundaries between ecosystems, or edges, are a very important consideration in landscape ecology. Adjacent patches
have significant reciprocal influences on each other which are
sometimes known as edge effects. Extent of edge effects varies with the parameter of interest; for example, whether the
issue of interest is tree mortality, predation on songbird nests,
or air temperature (Chen et al. 1992, 1993). The greater the
contrast in structural conditions between the two patches, the
more intense the interaction and depth of edge effects. Maximum interactions or edge effects occur where conditions are
extremely contrasting, such as along an edge between a recent clear-cut and an old-growth forest; for example, on a hot,
dry summer afternoon the clear-cut may affect relative humidity and wind speed for 400 m or more into an old-growth
stand (Chen et al. 1993).
Landscape-level perspectives are critical in understanding
and managing ecosystems to achieve desired objectives. Recognizing the scale and pattern of patches of different ecosystem types and conditions and its relationship to the spatial
patterns in the intensity of disturbances can be very important. Landscape-level perspectives also help in recognizing
the linkages between terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.
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Major Forest Types and Their Characteristics
The forests of the Sierra Nevada are very complex in composition, structure, and function. This complexity reflects 1) the
wide variations in environmental conditions on both a local
and a regional scale, 2) a rich flora, and 3) a highly varied history of natural and human disturbances. The importance of
environmental diversity in creating a complex template is easily understood: forests occupy a large elevational and latitudinal range and a wide range of geological substrates, landforms,
and soil types. Hence, moisture, temperature, and nutrient regimes are extremely varied and often contrast over very short
distances, such as on adjacent opposing aspects. Disturbances
then interact with the flora on this template to produce truly
complex mosaics of forest and other plant communities. Plant
community classifications developed by agency and academic
ecologists (e.g., Barbour 1988; Sawyer and Keeler-Wolf 1995)
quantify much of this richness.
In this report we aggregate forests into a relatively few
major forest type groupings in order to simplify the analysis
while still recognizing some of the important variability. These
groups differ in a variety of important factors including species composition, function (including productivity), structure,
environment, and disturbance patterns. The forest type groupings are
• Foothills pine and oak
• Westside mixed conifer
• White fir
• Red fir
• Jeffrey pine
• Subalpine
• Eastside pine
• Eastside mixed conifer and white fir
• Piñon and juniper
• Riparian hardwood
Aspects of the distribution, composition, and disturbance regimes of these type groups are provided in table 21.1. Forest
type groups are illustrated in figures 21.1 through 21.23. Westside mixed conifer forests (figures 21.2–21.8) are found at
middle elevations on the western slopes of the Sierra Nevada.
The subalpine forest type (figures 21.14–21.19) includes a diversity of forest conditions found at high elevations throughout the Sierra Nevada and the White Mountains. These forests
vary widely in density and structural complexity but include
large areas of low tree density. Lodgepole pine–dominated
forests are a major component of the subalpine forest type
group and display a broad array of structural conditions; figures 21.16–21.19 are all from the same polygon in Yosemite

National Park. Pure or mixed stands of piñon pine and juniper
are characteristic of the eastern margins of the Sierra Nevada,
White Mountains, and Modoc Plateau (figures 21.21–21.23).
The general distribution of the type groups is illustrated in
plate 21.1.

METHODS USED IN ASSESSMENT
Major Issues and Assumptions
The Sierra Nevada provides a very challenging region for assessing late-successional, including old-growth, LS/OG forest conditions. Most fundamental is the necessity to define a
set of criteria by which you can recognize late-successional
forests. Such assessments, while still difficult, are relatively
straightforward in regions like the Pacific Northwest where
infrequent disturbances typically produced large patches with
dense overstory canopies dominated by cohorts of relatively
shade-intolerant trees. Dominant age classes—and, hence, oldgrowth—is relatively easily identified by both age and structural analyses (e.g., Johnson et al. 1991; Franklin and Spies
1991a, 1991b). Furthermore, timber harvest has been almost
exclusively by clear-cutting. Hence, in the Coastal Ranges and
the Cascade Range, the high level of structural contrast makes
distinctions between natural and managed stands particularly
easy.
The forests of the Sierra Nevada are quite varied in their
intrinsic structure and in the structural and compositional
characteristics induced by natural, as well as human, disturbances. Although many old, uncut forest stands in the Sierra
Nevada are dense, closed-canopy old-growth forests like those
found in the Pacific Northwest many LS/OG forests are not
of this type. Many high-quality LS/OG forests in the Sierra
Nevada have low to moderate overstory tree densities, moderate canopy cover, and gaps of sufficient size for successful
reproduction of the relatively shade-intolerant pioneers, such
as pines and a variety of brush species (figures 21.24–21.25).
Wildfires of light to moderate intensity and moderate to high
frequency have been important in creating and maintaining
this structure. Periodic, localized extensive mortality from
bark beetles has also been important.
Selective timber harvest—the dominant approach in the Sierra Nevada—has helped maintain much of this structural
complexity. Late in the nineteenth and early in the twentieth
century, timber harvest approximating clear-cutting did occur on private lands in the Sierra Nevada (some of which were
later incorporated into the national forests) although partial
cutting was probably the more common practice. On the majority of federal timberlands clear-cutting has occurred only
during the last several decades, however. Even-aged management, including shelterwood, seed tree, and clear-cutting,
was initially utilized on stands with moderate and low stocking and did not preclude continued selective harvest in sig-
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Distribution of the major forest type groups in the Sierra Nevada.

TABLE 21.1

Characteristics of the major forest type groups of the Sierra Nevada.
Dominant Trees
Forest Type

Northern Sierra

Southern Sierra

Presettlement Fire Regime
Landscape Patterns

Primary Disturbances

Northern Sierra

Southern Sierra

Foothill pine, ponderosa
pine, blue oak, live oak,
Douglas fir

Foothill pine, ponderosa
pine, blue oak, live oak

mostly open structure,
limited patches of dense
forest, frequent natural
openings (chaparral &
outcrops)

fire, insects, pathogens,
drought

low severity regime:
frequent, low intensity
fires

same

Westside Mixed Conifer

Douglas fir, ponderosa
pine, sugar pine, white fir,
incense cedar, black oak,
tanoak

ponderosa pine, sugar
pine, incense cedar,
black oak, giant sequoia,
Jeffrey pine

primarily continous forest
with few extensive natural
openings (eg outcrops)

fire, insects, pathogens,
drought

low to moderate severity
regimes: areas > 50"
annual ppt likely mixture
of low and moderate
intensity fires in complex
mosaic with sufficient
variability in interval to
perpetuate Douglas fir;
areas < 50" annual ppt
likely more dominantly low
intensity fires.
Infrequent large-scale
high severity fires.

low severity regime:
dominantly low intensity
fires

White Fir

white fir

same

same as westside mixed
conifer

insects, pathogens, fire,
drought

moderate severity regime:
frequent but variable
extent or frequency,
variable intensity with
small patches of
moderate to high intensity

same?

Red Fir

red fir, lodgepole pine,
western white pine

same

fine to moderate scale
high patch diversity of
natural openings
(meadows, outcrops) and
open or closed forest;
large extensive patches
limited

insects, pathogens, fire,
drought, wind, avalanche

moderate severity regime
same as white fir

moderate severity regime
same as white fir

Jeffrey Pine
(upper montane)

Jeffrey pine

same

generally extensive
uniform patches of very
open forest or woodland
interspersed with small
pockets of denser forest

insects, pathogens, fire,
drought

low severity regime: low
intensity and/or small
extent of fires due to
discontinuous fuels

low severity regime

Subalpine

lodgepole pine, mountain
hemlock, western white
pine, whitebark pine

lodgepole pine, mountain
hemlock,western white
pine, whitebark pine,
limber pine, foxtail pine,
western juniper

highly variable patterns
but generally diverse
patch mosaic with large
meadows, small patches
of dense forest embedded
in a large matrix of open
forest or scattered trees
and rock outcrops

avalanches, wind

low severity regime: low
intensity and/or small
extent of fires due to
discontinuous fuels and
infrequent ignitions (due
to precipitation)
associated with lightning
continued
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Foothill Pine & Oak

T A B L E 2 1 . 1 (continued)

Dominant Trees
Forest Type

Northern Sierra

Southern Sierra

Presettlement Fire Regime
Landscape Patterns

Primary Disturbances

Northern Sierra

Southern Sierra

white fir, ponderosa pine,
Jeffrey pine (some
Douglas-fir, sugar pine &
incense cedar)

white fir, Jeffrey pine

variable patterns, most
often occur in a coarsescale mosaic with
eastside pine related to
aspect

fire, insects, pathogens,
drought

low to moderate severity
regime: frequent low
intensity fires, but with
variable intervals
enabling recruitment of
Douglas fir and white fir to
large sizes; greater
proportion of moderate
intensity fires than
eastside pine due to
greater productivity and
fuel accumulations from
variable intervals

same

Eastside Pine

ponderosa pine, Jeffrey
pine, lodgepole pine

Jeffrey pine, lodgepole
pine

large, continous patches
of open forest that are
often interspersed with
large meadows,
grasslands/shrublands

fire, insects, pathogens,
drought

low severity regime:
dominantly frequent, low
severity fires

same

Pinyon & Juniper

western juniper

Utah and western juniper,
pinyon pine

large continuous savannas
and woodlands

fire, grazing, woodcutting

low severity regime:
frequent low intensity fires

same

Riparian Hardwood

black cottonwood, aspen

water birch, black
cottonwood, aspen

streamside strips

flood, debris flow

low severity regime:
infrequent fire

same
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Eastside Mixed Conifer &
White Fir
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FIGURE 21.1

Representative stand of
foothill pine and oak forest,
found at lower elevations on
the western slopes of the
Sierra Nevada, near
Johnsville, California, on
Sequoia National Forest; latesuccessional structural
ranking of 1 (rangewide
standard).

FIGURE 21.2

Young plantation of
ponderosa pine on the Sierra
National Forest; latesuccessional structural
ranking of 0 (rangewide
standard).

nificant parts of the forest. Earlier partial cutting retained at
least modest levels of forest cover and many structures (e.g.,
trees, snags, and logs) from previous stands. Forest conditions
are, of course, highly modified over much of the mid- and lowelevation range, compared with pre-Euro-American arrival
(McKelvey and Johnston 1992). However, the extreme contrasts
that exist between managed and natural forests in the Pacific
Northwest are currently not the norm in the Sierra Nevada,
despite centuries of human activity.

Hence, it was necessary in this assessment to develop a process which recognized and accounted for the role of a much
broader range of forest stands and conditions than in previous
assessments of LS/OG forests. We began by considering potential bases for assessing late-successional quality. For several reasons, including the uneven-aged nature of many stands,
tree ages were rejected as a primary criterion. After extensive
discussion with other scientists, both inside and outside SNEP,
our decision was to utilize structural features as the basis for
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vada. Structural complexity is typical of many of the forest
stands on both the vertical and horizontal dimensions (figures
21.24–21.25). For example, late-successional, mixed conifer
stands commonly incorporate a full range of tree species, sizes
and conditions, including a component of large-diameter
trees—producing the vertical complexity. These are not uniformly distributed throughout the stand, however, so small
openings or semi-openings exist where tree reproduction is
successfully established. Indeed, many high-quality late-successional mixed conifer and pine forests in the Sierra incorporate all tree stages within a single stand, from seedlings and
saplings to large, decadent trees. Hence, it is important to recognize that structural complexity in both the vertical and horizontal dimensions is characteristic of many Sierran LS/OG
stands.

FIGURE 21.4

Moderate density old-growth stand dominated by sugar and
Jeffrey pine and incense cedar with understory of bear
clover. Open stands of this type have high fire resilience
and respond well to prescribed burning. Located in
Yosemite National Park; late-successional structural ranking
of 4 (rangewide standard).

FIGURE 21.3

Young mixed conifer stand on Plumas National Forest; latesuccessional ranking of 1 (rangewide standard).

assessing the level of late-successional attributes in a forest (LS/
OG quality) or, more accurately, the contribution of a stand or
landscape segment to late-successional forest function in the
Sierra Nevada.
Several specific challenges were present once structural features were adopted as the primary criteria:
• Identifying the appropriate structural features to use as
criteria in the analysis;
• Developing a gradient or continuous scale (based on structural features) for rating the contribution of forests to latesuccessional forest function in the Sierra Nevada; and
• Dealing with the complex, fine scale-mosaic of stands characteristic of many Sierra Nevada landscapes.
High levels of spatial heterogeneity of structure over a broad
range of scales is common throughout much of the Sierra Ne-
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FIGURE 21.5

FIGURE 21.6

Dense old-growth mixed conifer stand with high-canopy
coverage and abundant large-diameter trees on Eldorado
National Forest; late-successional structural ranking of 5
(rangewide standard).

External view of mixed conifer stand dominated by sugar
pine and white fir in Yosemite National Park; latesuccessional structural ranking of 5 (rangewide standard).

FIGURE 21.7

Dense pine reproduction in
small opening created by
prescribed burning. Same
stand as in figure 21.4.

